
The Social War of 91 BC was a turning point in the development of
the Roman state and citizenship. During the course of this conflict, half of
Rome’s Italian allies rebelled against Roman rule and established a full
fledged counter-state, possessing a Senate, a capital and a patriotic notion of
Italia, perhaps best symbolized by their minting of coins depicting an Italian
bull goring a Roman wolf1. It was a desperate struggle, in which the Ro-
mans were driven so close to defeat that they were forced to conscript for-
mer slaves to defend their coasts.2 Both sides initially fielded armies in
excess of 100,000 men.3 Because the Italian troops had themselves con-
tributed massively to the Roman armies of the past decades, they undoubt-
edly enjoyed similar training and abilities as the legions.4The result was
that, equally matched, both sides suffered horrendous casualties.5 Yet rather
than being a long and drawn out conflict, the Social War ended after only
three years with the Romans victorious. As the war progressed, rather than
imposing more stringent conditions upon their enemies, the Romans
steadily granted the rights of Roman citizenship to the whole of Italy. More-
over, in the civil war that immediately ensued, the Italians played a role that
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seemed radically different from that of a conquered population. They de-
ployed enormous armies to support both sides in the conflict, and by the end
of the war their political rights had been significantly enhanced.

Several important questions have arisen as to the causes and the na-
ture of this conflict. The ancient sources, of which there are few for the pe-
riod in question, viewed it largely as a response on the part of the Italian
allies to the refusal of the Romans to grant them the citizenship, and thus
allow them to share in the benefits of the empire which had been created in
great part due to the efforts of their own soldiers. This is the view taken by
Appian, an Alexandrian Greek who composed a history of Rome’s civil
wars during the reign of the Emperor Antoninus Pius, and Velleius Patercu-
lus, a Roman knight who wrote during the principate of Tiberius and was
himself descended from participants in the conflict.6 Their view has been de-
fended by many modern scholars, notably Sherwin White (1971), Brunt
(1988) and Keaveney (2004). Yet both Appian and Velleius lived in periods
in which the idea of universal citizenship had become common among the
Romans, and Italy and Rome had come to be viewed as one and the same,
and so they may have reshaped the narrative in accordance with their own
inherent biases.7 Another tradition is preserved by the historian Diodorus of
Sicily who wrote in the 1st century BC. He describes a revolt of the “nations
of Italy against Rome’s domination” and describes the newly established
Italian state8 in a manner that has led some historians, notably Mouritsen
(1998) to conclude that the revolt was motivated by a desire to overthrow
Roman hegemony and establish a state more in keeping with the diverse cul-
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tural traditions of non-Roman Italy.

Many of Mouritsen’s arguments are convincing. It is unlikely, as he
has demonstrated, that the Italians had become culturally assimilated to the
Romans in the 2nd century BC,9 or that all allied communities felt Roman
citizenship to be more desirable than their existing privileges.10 But it re-
mains, however, difficult to ignore the widespread movement among both
the Italian aristocracy and the common people to obtain both Roman citi-
zenship and greater influence in the Roman voting assemblies. This move-
ment manifested itself not only in the years prior to the Social War, but most
notably in the period after it had been concluded. Mouritsen largely ignores
the period between 87 and 83 BC., and in doing so neglects what is likely
the strongest case in favour of an Italian desire for the Roman citizenship.11

With the exception of the Samnites, Italian resistance had quickly collapsed
after the passage of laws granting citizenship. Once that citizenship had
been shown to include what amounted to second class status in the voting
assemblies, the Italians put massive political and military support behind
Roman politicians willing to equalize the situation. As a result they suc-
ceeded in gaining all of the concessions they had asked for at the beginning
of the Social War while even their most bitter ideological opponents were
forced to accept their newfound political status. This paper will focus upon
the role of the newly enfranchised citizens in the period between the conclu-
sion of the Social War and their influence upon the Civil War between the
factions of Cinna and Sulla.

The Social War can broadly be divided into three phases. In the first
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phase, from 91 to early 90 BC, the Italians enjoyed the initiative, winning
multiple victories over their Roman opponents and killing two Roman con-
suls in battle.12 During this period they established a capital city at
Corfinium, in the territory of the Paeligni, and established a Senate made up
of the leading men of the various nations who had joined the revolt13 In the
second phase, beginning in 90 BC, the Romans granted citizenship to all
Latin and allied communities not yet in revolt. According to Appian, this
had the effect of making “the enemy under arms less hostile out of hope to
win something similar”14 The tide of the war then turned decisively in favour
of the Romans, as the Consul Pompeius and the legate Sulla, they began to
regain territory from the Samnites and the Marsi.15 The third phase began
with the passage in 89 of the Lex Plautia Papiria, which allowed for the en-
rollment of all Italians who submitted within 60 days and presented them-
selves before a Praetor.16 By this time most resistance had ended17, with only
the Samnites retaining a serious military presence in south Italy.18

Yet despite their apparent defeat, the Italians would soon afterwards
reassert their presence in Roman politics. Mouritsen argues that the defeat in
the Social War had been entirely military in nature and had been decided by
superior Roman numbers19. If this were correct, one would not expect the
Italians to have involved themselves extensively in the political debates then
going on in Rome, to have sought an expansion of their civic rights or to
have fielded massive armies in a civil war that followed only a few years
after their defeat. It is far more likely that the Romans recognized the extent
to which their victory had depended upon the enfranchisement of the new
citizens and were prepared to act accordingly. The grants of citizenship be-
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tween 90 and 89 BC had given the Italians the citizenship but had placed
them in eight newly created voting tribes which would vote after the 35
tribes of original Roman citizens, an arrangement that would make their
votes meaningless.20 Ambitious Roman politicians, viewing the new citizens
as a massive political constituency to employ in support of their own ambi-
tions, immediately began to appeal to their desire for an equal redistribu-
tion. In 88 BC the tribune Sulpicius, perhaps in a bid to advance his own
political career, promised to redistribute the new citizens over the whole of
the existing 35 tribes. In this he enjoyed the support of Gaius Marius, who
hoped to revive his own career by attaching himself to the cause of redistri-
bution, and thus gain the support of the now decisive Italian voters in his
quest for a new military command.21 Marius and Sulpicius were able to
bring in sufficient support from among the Italians to push the measure
through the assembly, and forced the Consuls Sulla and Pompeius to at-
tempt to suspend public business in order to prevent the chaos that ensued
when a mob made of new citizens attacked the old citizens who did not
wish to wish to see the weight of their votes diluted.

The Marian mob succeeded in passing both the redistributions, and
handing over command of the coming war against Mithridates of Pontus to
Marius. The consul Lucius Sulla was able to restore the status quo by
marching on Rome at the head of a private army, but his supporters were
unable to maintain his settlement once he had departed to deal with Mithri-
dates in Asia. Within months of Sulla’s departure, the newly elected consul
Lucius Cornelius Cinna reintroduced the legislation of Sulpicius22, when he
was unsuccessful in doing so and was ejected from Rome by partisans of
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Lucius Cornelius Sulla, he immediately appealed to the Italian communities
on the grounds that it was “on their account that he had incurred disaster”23,
and was able to raise an army numbering 30 legions.24 Marius was able to
raise another large force in Etruria with promises to change, in the words of
Appian, “the method of voting, which concerned them passionately”.25 To-
gether they marched on Rome at the head of mostly Italian troops. That they
were able to involve the new citizens in their struggle with such ease is tes-
tament to the degree to which Italians were concerned with the nature of
their citizenship. This concern is made even more evident when one consid-
ers that they were being appealed to on the grounds of their ability to partici-
pate in elections and legislative assemblies, the political institutions of the
Republic, rather than simply enjoying the legal privileges of Citizenship.
Moreover it is notable that they were, in the next few years, able to put even
larger forces into the field based upon pledges of this nature. Appian (BC.
1.79, 1.82) claims that they raised over 100,000 to fight Sulla in 83. Velleius
(2.24.4.) estimates a Cinnnan army of 200,000. Plutarch (Sulla 27) esti-
mates that the Cinnan army later raised to fight Sulla numbered 450 cohorts,
which would meant an army of over 200 000 , if we assume that each legion
included between 6 and 10 cohorts and that each legion numbered around
4,000 men. Florus (2.18.) estimates that they numbered 8 legions and 500
cohorts, or roughly 282, 000. Even if we accept the more conservative fig-
ure provided by Appian, the armies raised by the Cinnans are still remark-
able. The very fact that they were able to put such forces into the field in
itself suggests that the Social War had not had as damaging an effect upon
the Italian population as was supposed and that they could likely have kept
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on the conflict for longer, if the citizenship had not been offered them.
After the initial chaos that followed the immediate return of Marius,

the Cinnans proceeded to govern and kept their promise by to redistribute
the new citizens in the census of 86 BC. It is generally accepted that such a
census did take place.26 Some scholars, notably Wiseman (1969) and Keav-
eney (2004), have denied that the census of 86 carried out the proposed
equal redistribution throughout the 35 tribes27. Their argument rests upon
two pieces of evidence. The first is that Livy mentions a decree of the Sen-
ate to give the new citizens the right to vote in 85 or 84 BC. This would
suggest that Cinna had not done so until it became necessary to insure their
support in the coming struggle with Sulla.28 The second is that the number
of adult male citizens recorded in the census numbered only 463,000 ac-
cording to the Christian scholar Saint Jerome, as opposed to the 394, 000
citizens recorded by Livy for the year 115 BC.29 These figures would sug-
gest that, if one accounts for population growth, few if any new citizens had
been added to the rolls. That the number of adult males registered in the
census of 70 BC nearly doubled to 900, 000 would serve to confirm that
only then had the new citizens been enfranchised.30

Both of these arguments, however, can be dismissed. The Livian
epitome indicates that the new citizens were given the right to vote, some-
thing that they would have possessed already under the Lex Julia, thus cast-
ing doubt upon the accuracy of the source.31 To assume, as Keaveney does,32

that the decree meant a genuine redistribution of the citizens would also be
excessive, given that such a measure could only have been implemented
through one of the legislative assemblies33. Moreover, there is significant
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enough evidence that the Cinnans did keep their promise beforehand. Had
they, as Keaveney contends, refused to implement the redistributions until
84, there would surely be some indication of it in the sources. Appian traces
the issue of citizenship obsessively throughout his narrative, and given his
tone of general hostility towards Cinna, it is doubtful that he would have
passed up an opportunity to demonstrate that the Consul had broken his
promise and that the redistributions had only been made at a moment in
which it was convenient to his conduct of the war. Yet he mentions nothing
of the kind. What he does indicate is that the laws made during the first con-
sulship of Sulla were repealed— which presumably would have meant that
the redistributions passed by Sulpicius would be back in force34— and that
the Cinnans were able to use the recent measures as a recruiting tactic
among the Italians, something which even Keaveney admits would have
been difficult had they been seen to have been reluctant in implementing
their original pledge.35

Moreover, given the behaviour of the Italians in the past, it is highly
unlikely that they would have meekly accepted a census in which they were
not redistributed36or the censorial meddling posited by Brunt.37 Italians had
been prepared to show up on masse to declare themselves as citizens in the
census of 97 BC.38 Only recently, they had come to Rome in sufficiently
large numbers to ram Sulpicius’ redistributive legislation through the Ple-
beian Assembly and engage in large scale mob violence against those who
opposed the measure.39 More importantly they had, despite the recent experi-
ence of the Social War, been willing to field massive armies to support
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Cinna and Marius in their march on Rome, and would do so again within a
few years. It is difficult, therefore, to conceive that they would have ac-
cepted anything less than a rapid fulfillment of the promised redistribution,
especially if a census, the method by which citizenship could be formalized,
were being held. It is indeed more likely that at least some of them would
have gone so far as to resume active warfare against the Romans.

Other explanations may be furnished for the Senatorial decree
recorded by Livy. The epitome within which it is to be found largely deals
with assertions of Senatorial authority in the months leading up to the war.
The Senate had launched a determined peace initiative and had even con-
vinced the Cinnans to endorse a proposal for all armies to be disbanded.
They were unsuccessful however, in convincing Carbo to come to terms
with Sulla.40 They had also begun to object to the high handed manner of the
new Consul, demonstrated by his delay in conducting an election for his
successor.41 In taking stances designed to appease the Italians, the core con-
stituency of the Cinnans, such as opposition to the taking of hostages from
Italian cities and a confirmation of existing voting privileges, the Senate
may have been trying to make its own bid for support among the citizens
whom Sulla and Cinna were now making equally determined efforts to
court.

The figures provided by Jerome are equally suspect. The registration
of only 463,000 citizens would indicate not only a failure to redistribute the
Italians through the full 35 tribes. It would signify that they had not been ac-
cepted by the censors as being citizens to begin with, something which none
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of the ancient sources accept. It is certainly conceivable, as Frank has ar-
gued, that the requirements of travel to Rome to obtain registration would
have dissuaded many Italians from doing so.42 Yet given the enthusiasm
demonstrated for the cause of the Cinnans such a short time before, it is dif-
ficult to accept an increase over the previous census that could be explained
by population growth alone. The most credible hypothesis concerning the
nature of the figures is that of Beloch, who argues that a corruption in the
manuscript distorted the original number of 963,000.43 This would seem log-
ical in light of the slightly lower figures recorded in 70BC.44

Moreover, the argument most neglected by those who would argue
that the promises of Cinna and the Census of 86 were a sham is the potential
benefits to be derived by the Cinnans from the mass enfranchisement and re-
distribution of the new citizens. Keaveney argues that Cinna’s motivation
for refusing to redistribute the new citizens was a desire to appease conser-
vative senators. Aside from the lack of any indication that conservative sen-
ators were then interested in preventing a redistribution or proof that their
support superceded others in importance to the Cinnans45 it is arguable that
the support of the new citizens would have been far more useful to Cinna
than that of the Senate. An equalization of the voting structure would have
allowed the votes of the Italians, when they bothered to show up for votes
on important legislation, to outweigh the old. The enfranchisement of the
Italian aristocracy, who did have the means to travel frequently to Rome and
presumably would have had a decisive vote in the property based centuriate
assembly, could well have guaranteed continuous re-election for Cinna and
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his allies to the consulship. That Cinna would have needed such support is
highly likely, when one considers the extent to which his so called regime
continued to function within the norms of traditional Roman politics.

The three year period between 87 and 84 BC during which Lucius
Cornelius Cinna held consecutive consulships in conjunction with like
minded colleagues has often been referred to as the Cinnae Dominatio, with
Cinna himself being portrayed as a skilled manipulator who ruled through
the use of military force enjoyed near absolute power over the Roman
state46. Yet this interpretation ignores the extent to which Cinna was com-
pelled to seek the support of various constituencies within the Roman
polity, as well as the relatively smooth functioning of Republican institu-
tions in the period of his ascendancy47. Cicero described the period as three
years in which the city was “free from the threat of arms”, and refers to the
leading orators of the period in a manner which strongly suggests that the
courts continued to function normally.48 The Senate also seems to have pre-
served its importance, with its members enjoying considerable freedom of
action. Between 87 and 83 BC, it had been able to take the initiative to enter
into negotiations with Sulla,49 and exact a promise from Cinna not to raise
additional troops.50 It was further able to prevent Carbo, who had taken over
the leadership of the Cinnan faction after the death of its namesake, from
extracting hostages from Italian communities.51 The epitomes of Livy also
show a considerable exercise of Senatorial authority even in the months im-
mediately preceding the Sullan invasion of Italy. The Senate is said, during
this period, to have passed the decree “giving the right to vote” to newly en-
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franchised citizens and to have carried out a redistribution of freedmen
among the 35 tribes. It also took a lead role in attempting to negotiate a
peace between the warring factions52. Most notably it was able to pass a de-
cree, despite the eagerness of Carbo and his party for war, which called for
all armies to be disbanded53. Several prominent Consulars remained in
Rome during the period and continued to contribute to its function.54 There
seems to have been a reasonable degree of normalcy in the conduct of the
voting assemblies.55 Appian’s contradictory account also suggests that elec-
tions continued to be taken seriously enough for a sitting consul to be threat-
ened with removal if he failed to conduct them.56

It can therefore be concluded that the political situation in Rome re-
mained free enough to allow dissent against the Cinnans and the relative
freedom of the Senate. Because the sources do not describe the specific na-
tures of the elections during this period—aside from the ambiguous state-
ment of Appian that Cinna and Carbo had proclaimed themselves to the
position in 84 BC57—to give us a clear picture of whether or not they were
conducted as they had been prior to the civil war, it would be plausible to as-
sume that the Cinnans may have relied more on the electoral support of the
newly enfranchised citizens than on intimidation or coercion. Given that
such a substantial number of Italians had been willing to fight for Cinna dur-
ing the civil wars, he might naturally have assumed that these same individ-
uals would be willing to show up once a year to vote in bloc for Cinnan
candidates, and that, considering the relatively small size of the voting sites,
they could have crowded out their competition as effectively as Sulpicius’
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mob had guaranteed the passage of the initial redistributions.58 The large
number of equites proscribed by Sulla59 would also suggest that Cinna en-
joyed considerable electoral support among this class, and most likely from
among newly enfranchised Italian aristocrats. This support, rather than coer-
cion, may have been the underlying factor behind his repeated election to
the post of Consul.

Despite the death of Marius, their ablest military leader, and the later
death of Cinna himself, the Cinnan/Marian faction were remarkably suc-
cessful during the three years in which they were “continuously the masters
of Italy”60. They had marshaled massive Italian support for their political
aims and had succeeded in enfranchising the new citizens in a formal cen-
sus61. They had successfully implemented a radical economic programme
that involved both a partial cancellation of debts and a reassertion of the
value of the currency62. They had established control over the whole of the
Italian peninsula and raised an enormous army to defend Italy against the
Sullans63 Perhaps more surprisingly, they had managed to convince a signif-
icant portion of the senatorial aristocracy to accept, if not enthusiastically
embrace their agenda. Blue blooded aristocrats like Scipio Asiagenes and
Mucius Scaevola remained in Rome during the entire period, some of
whom served in the armies raised to fight Sulla upon his return to Italy.64

That Sulla eventually chose to proscribe such a large number of senators
and equites is indicative of the support enjoyed by the Cinnan regime.65

Given this support, and the massive numerical advantage which they en-
joyed over the Sullans during the initial phase of the civil war in Italy66, the
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Cinnans would have had good reason to expect that they would emerge vic-
torious from the coming struggle. Within three years, however, Sulla was the
undisputed master of Italy, and his army had more than doubled to include a
full 23 legions67. This reversal of fortunes may be in large part attributed to
the nature of Italian support for the regime, which depended less on any
sense of personal loyalty, than on the ability of those in authority to meet the
demand for citizenship and increased political rights.

The support which the Italians provided seems to have been condi-
tional upon the ability of Cinna and his heirs to satisfy their political de-
mands. Like the equally sophisticated Roman electorate that had backed the
measures of the Gracchi when these had appeared beneficial to themselves
only to abandon their self proclaimed champions when an opposing faction
offered something better, a large segment of the new citizens seemed to have
been perfectly willing to ignore past loyalties in favour of more immediate
interests. Once the redistribution of their votes had been carried out and no
longer seemed to be under threat of being repealed, they were much less
willing to support the political ambitions of their benefactors, or participate
in a civil war.

According to Velleius, Cinna had initially been able to raise a force
amounting to nearly thirty legions.68 Once he had gained mastery of Rome
and delivered upon his political promises, however, this force seems to have
been disbanded and, as has been suggested previously”69were not used as an
occupying force in the same manner as Sulla’s Cornelii or the veterans he
garrisoned at strategic locations throughout the Italian peninsula70 . Appian
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indicates that when Sulla sent a list of demands to the Senate after defeating
Mithridates, the political position of the Cinnans was weak enough that,
where they had previously been able to arrange for the Senate to condemn
Sulla as a public enemy71, they were now powerless to prevent it from send-
ing emissaries to negotiate with him and offer guarantees for his personal
safety, while they themselves were made to promise not to levy troops until
he had replied72. Cinna was then forced, despite his agreement with the Sen-
ate, to go “hurriedly around Italy to raise an army”, suggesting that the pre-
vious one was no longer in existence and that he could not permanently
rely on Italian troops to further his short term political aims or prevent the
Senate from continuing to act as a free agent.73

Further, the Cinnans were never able to adequately deal with Sulla
during the three years he spent campaigning against Mithridates in Greece,
despite the large armies they had been able to raise in Italy. The army they
dispatched to Asia in 86 B.C. under the command of the Consular Valerius
Flaccus consisted of only two legions74 and readily deserted to Sulla when
given the opportunity to do so.75 If the objective of Cinna in sending another
army into the East had been make war on Sulla or to relieve him of his com-
mand he would undoubtedly have sent the largest force he could muster. If
he had instead sought to either reinforce Sulla in the hopes that some recon-
ciliation could be arrived at, or else was acting upon the assumption that the
proconsul would meekly accept the authority of Flaccus, it would still have
been in his interests to send the largest army possible so as to be able to
make arrangements from a position of strength. He could not do so. A simi-
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lar situation seems to have characterized the relations of the Cinnan regime
with the other provinces of the Empire. The Sullan loyalist Crassus was
able to raise an army in Spain, attack local cities and finally make his way
with this force to Greece, joined by Metellus Pius, who was able to raise “a
considerable army” in Africa, and briefly retain hold of that province prior
to 84 BC.76 The Cinnans were able to raise large armies to fight for them in
Italy, but they lacked the military strength to enforce their will in the
provinces of the Empire, where the newly raised troops would not go, and
where the interests of their Italian backers were not at stake.

The limitations of the military support for Cinna and his faction be-
come even more obvious in light of the events which led to his death. In 84
B.C. he attempted to transport his army across the Adriatic in the hopes of
“proceeding against Sulla from there”. Despite the sensible nature of this
move, which would have allowed him to take the war to his enemy and fore-
stall any attempt to invade Italy, he was thwarted by the refusal of his own
troops to cross to Dalmatia and fight against “fellow Romans”. When Cinna
attempted to reassert his authority, he was murdered. His successor Carbo
was compelled to call off the entire operation, and restrict himself to the de-
fence of Italy.77

If Italian support for the Cinnans had been conditional during the
three years in which Sulla had been occupied with the war against Mithri-
dates, it became even more so upon his return to Italy. For the victorious
proconsul had dispatched to the Senate a letter outlining his intention to seek
retribution against his political enemies. In it, however, he made a critical
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pledge: other citizens “including those recently enfranchised” would not be
held to blame for anything”.78 This statement, when considered in light of
his later unwillingness to alter the new voting divisions as dictator, 79 sug-
gests that Sulla was now prepared to maintain the very measure which he
had so recently fought against: an equal distribution of the newly enfran-
chised Italians throughout the 35 tribes.80

The promise of Sulla altered the character of the war. Where previ-
ously the Italians may have viewed it as a struggle for political rights
against an enemy who sought to roll back their recent gains, it had now be-
come a fight between two rival factions of Roman aristocrats, each of which
was prepared to actively campaign for their support81 The Cinnans still pos-
sessed a stronger claim upon the goodwill of the new citizens. They could
still recruit troops by reminding recently enfranchised communities of past
services and emphasizing that it was “on their account that they were in
such danger”82 It is likely for this reason that they were able to raise enough
troops to enjoy a massive numerical advantage over the Sullans at the outset
of the war. The Sullan promise seems to have had an effect, however in that
the Cinnans no longer seemed as confident in the loyalty of the Italians.
Unwilling to risk further mutinies in his absence, Carbo refused to return to
Rome to elect a suffect Consul to replace Cinna.83 Immediately before the
Sullan invasion he went so far as to try to exact hostages from the Italian
communities.84

As the Cinnan and Sullan factions began to compete for the loyalty
of the Italians in the coming conflict, the Senate itself seems to have made
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an attempt to do so as well. In the time since the march on Rome, the Senate
had repeatedly attempted to reassert its authority, attempting unsuccessfully
to restrain the military activities of Cinna and broker a peace with Sulla.
Now they actively opposed Carbo’s plan to take hostages from the Italian
communities and passed a decree giving “the right to vote…to the new citi-
zens.”85 As mentioned previously, the new citizens would doubtless have
been automatically enfranchised beginning as far back as the Lex Julia of 90
BC and redistributed among the 35 tribes by the census of 86 BC. The likeli-
est explanation for this anomaly is that the Senate had chosen to reaffirm its
support for the existing status of the Italians, as a bid for their political sup-
port, whatever the outcome of the conflict.

Over time with both sides making similar offers to the Italians, other
factors came to influence their decision as to which side to support. Sulla
was a highly capable commander leading an army of loyal, veteran troops.86

While the Roman treasury had been so thoroughly emptied as to force the
Cinnans to melt down temple statues to pay their troops, Sulla could rely
upon the massive revenues derived from the Eastern provinces, including
the indemnity paid by the defeated Mithridates,87 and was even able to turn
down the offer of his troops to help pay for the campaign out of their own
pockets.88

Moreover, during the initial phase of his campaign in Italy, he seems
to have made a conscious effort to win support through acceptance of Italian
voting rights and equitable treatment of the Italian communities. He “came
to terms with the people of Italy, to preclude his being regarded as a threat to
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their recently gained status as citizens with the right to vote”.89 His troops
were made to swear “to do no damage in Italy, except by his orders.”90

Cities that had been friendly towards his troops were treated favourably, as
in the case of the port of Brundusium, which was exempted from paying the
harbour tax. 91 Sulla’s conduct led Velleius to write that “One would think
that Sulla came to Italy, not as the champion of war but as the establisher of
peace, so quietly did he lead his army through Calabria and Apulia into
Campania taking unusual care not to inflict any damage on crops, fields
men or cities and such efforts did he make to end the war on just terms and
fair conditions.”92 He also made determined attempt to recruit Italian troops
to his side negotiating with “as many of the Italians as he could, raising
troops by offering friendship, threats, money and hope of reward.”93 These
incentives would undoubtedly have included reliable pay from the Asian
war chest and likely the promise of land for his veterans, to be taken from
the communities who supported his opponents.94 The Cinnans would have
been unlikely to make such a pledge, given their limited resources, and their
position as defenders of the status quo in Italy. With these advantages, and
with the question of citizenship off the table Sulla was able to overcome his
deficiencies in numbers so that, by 81 BC he was able to capture Rome and
drive the remnants of the Cinnan force into Northern Italy.

By all accounts the last phase of the civil war was grim and bloody,
particularly for the Italian communities who had chosen to back the wrong
side, the most notable example being the city of Praeneste, in which the en-
tire adult male population was massacred.95 The Sullan victory was made
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complete by the capture of Rome in 82 BC. It was in front of the city, how-
ever, that the Sulla was forced to the largest and most hard fought battle of
the conflict against a large army of Samnites and Lucanians. This force was
led by Pontius Telesinus who had commanded Italian troops during the So-
cial War. On this occasion however, he had joined with the Cinnan com-
manders Carrinas, Marcius and Brutus Damasippus96. Velleius describes the
Cinnan army as if it was a hostile invading force, and compares the threat it
presented to that posed by Hannibal. He further chooses to place within the
mouth of Telesinus a call for his troops to destroy the city as it was the forest
which had given succour to the Roman wolf.97 Unsurprisingly this quote has
been seized upon as an indication that, even it this late stage, the Italians
continued to resist Roman hegemony and desired its destruction rather than
its citizenship.98 Yet the fact that this Samnite army was operating in con-
junction with that of the Cinnans, and had chosen to intervene at a moment
in the conflict when Sulla seemed in the ascendant rather than doing so
when both sides in the civil war were at greater disadvantage and the result-
ing opportunity might be greater, militates against this. It is also likely that
the accounts of the battle provided by Plutarch, Appian and Velleius were
derived from the memoirs of Sulla, who would have had a clear interest in
depicting his enemies as a foreign invader, and thus justify his own mas-
sacre of some 8,000 prisoners taken from among their ranks.99

Once the conflict had been brought to an end, Sulla too kept his
promise to the newly enfranchised Italians. He did not seek to revoke their
citizenship or alter the redistribution through the 35 tribes.100 Indeed many
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Italian aristocrats who had sided with his forces during the course of the war
were likely brought into his expanded Senate,101 A decade after the begin-
ning of the Social War, the Roman response to the Italian question had un-
dergone a radical transformation. Whereas it had previously been possible
to court the support of the masses by promising to punish those who even
advocated for an extension of citizen rights102, the leading political factions
of the Republic, the Populares in the Cinnan camp, the ultra-conservative
Optimates who fought for Sulla and the moderates who remained in the
Senate were now united in their willingness to extend full equality to the
Italian citizens. The willingness of the Italians to participate, both politically
and militarily in the events of the civil war was largely responsible for this
transformation of events. This in itself is indicative of their eagerness to ob-
tain the citizenship. Had they been fighting exclusively for the independ-
ence cited by Mouritsen, then it is likely that the vast armies recruited by
Cinna from among their ranks would have been turned towards a continued
fight for an Italian state, which would have been made easier by the absence
of Sulla in the East and the weakness of his lieutenants in Rome. Instead
they chose to participate fully alongside their fellow citizens, and in doing
so were able to obtain all of the privileges they had initially desired. In the
years to come, they exercised an important influence over Roman politics,
and obtaining their support became essential to the success of any Roman
politician. Where willingness to seek an Italian constituency had led to de-
feat and death for Drusus and the Gracchi, within a few decades the
staunchly conservative Marcus Tullius Cicero would be urged to campaign
for their support, and ensure that his appeals were made to them even within
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their own communities.103
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